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An enlivening Power is nurturing the universe and we can learn to be responsive to it.Because
you are a spiritual being, you already have the ability to remove or transcend all limiting
conditions that may have, until now, opposed your endeavors to live freely , enjoyably, and
effectively. As this is accomplished, the necessary resources and supportive events,
circumstances, and relationships for your highest good will be spontaneously provided and your
spiritual growth will be rapid and satisfying. Creative imagination and skillful living will enable you
to live as you deserve to live.



How to Use YourCreativeImaginationTo Fulfill Life-Enhancing Desires,Accomplish Purposes of
Real Value,and Experience Rapid, SatisfyingSpiritual GrowthROY EUGENE DAVISCSA
PressCenter for Spiritual AwarenessLakemont, Georgiacopyright © 2011 by Roy Eugene
DavisAny part of this book may be freely used in reviewsor articles with credit given to the
source.CSA Press, Post Office Box 7Lakemont, Georgia 30552-0001Telephone 706-782-4723
Fax 706-782-4560e-mail: info@csa-davis.orgWeb Site:CSA Press is the publishing
departmentof Center for Spiritual AwarenessFront cover: From silkscreen printby Ken Peterson,
1981First published in 2002 in the United States of America.This digital edition was published in
2011.I N T R O D U C T I O NThe central theme is, there is only one Reality and we can learn to
think and live in harmonious accord with its inclinations. When we are able to do this, the
unhappiness, troubles, and problems commonly experienced by people whose awareness is
blurred and whose minds are confused cease to exist for us.Regardless of your present station
in life, you have the potential to be fully conscious and to wisely and effectively use exceptional
mental powers and functional abilities that will enable you to live as you are meant to
live.Acknowledge the fact that you are an immortal spiritual being; think and act in accord with
that understanding. Choose to be spiritually aware, healthy, happy, prosperous, and freely
expressive in ways which enhance your life. Imagine that which is possible and experience it.
You can.Roy Eugene DavisMay 1, 2002Lakemont, GeorgiaCONTENTSWord Meanings to
KnowYou Can Remove or Rise Above AllObstacles to Effective Living andFreedom of
ExpressionHow to Effectively Use Your CreativeImaginationAnswers to Questions About
theCreative ProcessWord Meanings to Knowabsolute Pure. Perfect. Not mixed with
anything.capacity The ability to receive, hold, or absorb. A measure of this ability. A maximum
amount that can be contained. If we sincerely aspire to be spiritually aware, freely functional, and
have desires fulfilled and needs satisfied, our receptivity and capacity must be equal to that to
which we aspire.compassion Sincere concern for the misfortune ofothers along with an urge to
assist them or relieve their discomfort.contemplation To ponder or look at meditatively. To
consider as possible.creative Having the ability to create or be productive, especially by using
imagination.ego The illusional sense of selfhood which is not one’s true essence of being.faith
Confident, unwavering belief in the truth, value, or trustworthiness of an idea, process, or thing.
Belief not based on logical proof or material evidence. Spiritual conviction.God The one reality.
The absolute (pure) aspect has no attributes. The manifesting aspect has attributes which allow
expression and cosmic manifestation.grace Supportive influences expressing in the
omnipresent field of Consciousness and in us.happiness Marked by good fortune, enjoyment,
and satisfaction.health An overall condition of optimal well-being.imagination The ability to form
a mental image or concept of something that does not yet exist or is not presently
perceived.intellect The mental faculty of discernment.intuition The innate ability to directly
perceive (or know) independent of the senses.meditation Conscious withdrawal of attention



from external conditions and the senses, emotions and mental processes to clarify awareness
and experience Self- and God-realization.mind The faculty that processes perceptions, will,
thoughts, memory, feeling, and imagination. Used to reason, think, and apply knowledge. Our
minds are units of a Universal or Cosmic Mind which is responsive to thoughts and states of
awareness. Our states of awareness and mental states determine our thoughts, moods, and
behaviors.prosper To thrive, flourish, and be successful in all ways. Prosperity is naturally
experienced when the spiritual, mental, physical, emotional, and environmental aspects of our
lives are harmoniously integrated.realization Direct perception and experience.Self Our
essence of being. A unit of one field of supreme Consciousness.soul A unit of pure
consciousness (Self) which is unconsciously, or by choice, identified with modified mental
states, emotions, and sensory perceptions to the extent that its awareness is blurred and
fragmented.superconsciousness Clarified awareness which is beyond unconsciousness, sleep,
and ordinary (modified) waking states.
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Shorty the Catholic, “A great book about using your creative imagination and ways to .... A great
book about using your creative imagination and ways to tap into your creative self. So many
times, we tell ourselves that we are not creative, we are not artistic, or we are not able to craft the
things that we would like to be able to. With the inspiration from this, you will be able to find ways
to use the imagination that you already have in place.”

Steve, “Good Information. This book is full of good advice for maintaining a positive state of
mind. And by that means creating your desires or ideal situations. If you're familiar with the
principals written about in this book it is a handy refresher and may help you to refocus your'
attention in the right places. My least favorite thing about this book was the writing seemed
academic with little or no feeling. How to use Your Creative Imagination was written like a how to
instruction manual.For that reason to me it was as interesting as reading a manual about
assembling a new BBQ grill. The information in the owners manual is necessary in order to put
together and use a new grill but not very interesting. I know a lot of people don't like to read what
they call fluff and want only the important info written in a step by step manner. For those type of
individuals this style of writing is perfect and I recomend giving it a read.”

Patrice Basso, “Good advice clearly stated. If you want to learn manifestation read this. Concise
and an easy read. Easy step by step instructions. Read it”

Virginia Copeland, “Praramahansa Yoganada's direct student and a great teacher himself!. Roy
Eugene Davis is always worth the read, and he has written some of my favorite books. If you're
considering whether  or not to try this, it shouldn't be a disappointment.”

AT, “How to Use Your Creative Imagination by Roy Eugene Davis. I finally got to finish this book
because i kept going over parts of this book that is so rewarding for me. I personally feel this is a
weekly read to reprogram my thought process. In fact I listen to it while driving in traffic.
Awesome positive stuff to think about. Thank you.”

Jim, “Just what was needed. Although there was really no new information in this book for me, it
was certainly a nice reminder of the basic steps to living a more spiritually fulfilled life. It was
short, to the point, and very well written. It was just what I needed, just when I needed it....
sometimes you just need to take a step back and remember the basics.”

CarolinaBE, “Okay. It's enjoyable, but didn't resonate with me for some reason. Some of the
concepts are quite challenging.”

caroline knight, “Enjoyed. Most enjoyable book and written in a way that was easy to absorb and



so able to put into practise quite quickly...”

The Goodfella, “Brilliant.Truly a little gem.. This book cuts through the clutter and get's straight to
the point. It's concise and extremely well worded. I have read many articles and books on the
subject and this little book by far is my favourite. I would highly recommend!”

Lynn Gorman, “Excellent. A important book. You need to read with concentration, but will deliver
you untold riches.”

Martin Woodward, “Totally Superb!. Totally Superb and from a very reliable source. Only a
complete plonker would knock this book, especially as it's FREE!”

The book by Roy Eugene Davis has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 108 people have provided feedback.
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